
Have you had your 5 a day?   
Week beginning 15.06.20 
This week, continuing on the theme of eating healthily, we will be writing persuasive posters, encouraging children to eat a greater variety of fruit 
and veg each day.  Choose one or two fruit characters from “Kitchen Disco” (or create your own) to be the “voice of persuasion”. How will your 
character persuade the reader that eating at least 5 portions of fruit / veg a day will help provide the nutrients that they need and help to keep 
their bodies working properly? Once you have written & illustrated your persuasive posters -  I’d love to see them. Please do send me a photo to 
rowan@north-leigh.oxon.sch.uk and I will give write you an encouraging message back .         
 

 Planning What does persuade mean? kidswordsmyth Can you find alternative words that mean the same as persuade?  
So what do you think is the purpose of a persuasive piece of writing?  
What do you want to persuade your reader to do? 
 
Let’s find some facts that can add weight to your persuasive voice.  
What is 5 a day?   How to include more fruit and veg in your daily intake? 
Make a list of 5 key facts you want your readers to know.  
 
Now think about the design of your poster. How will you … 
use the space of your page (A4 plain paper would be good – either portrait or landscape) 
use your fruit characters - what they will say (speech bubbles) 
                                               what they might think (thought bubbles) 
                                               what they might be doing (that shows they are fit and healthy)   
use illustration / cartoon / animation to visually engage your reader and get them to take notice 
 

Drafting  
 

Now you are ready to create your first draft. 
Here’s some key features / techniques to persuade your reader: 

1. Eye-catching title: alliteration (lots of repeated letter sounds), rhyme, slogan, question 
2. Write in the 2nd person “you” to appeal directly to the reader 
3. Write in the present tense (what do you want your reader to do right now?) 
4. Use some rhetorical questions – questions that you won’t get an answer to - but will make your reader think 
5. Support your ideas / opinion with facts 
6. Show you are completely confident in your message - dare the reader to disagree (prove you wrong)! 
7. Use illustration to add weight to your ideas 
8. Keep it fun but informative!  

 

                          

 

 

 

 

https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/?ent=persuade
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/food-facts/five-a-day
https://www.google.com/search?q=Fruit+and+vegetables+The+Eatwell+Guide+v2&rlz=1C1GGRV_enGB751GB751&oq=Fruit+and+vegetables+The+Eatwell+Guide+v2&aqs=chrome..69i57.16049j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#kpvalbx=_zjvjXtIq9ZDV8A_20p7wDw26


Have you had your 5 a day?   
Editing Re-read your writing carefully - you might like to use a different colour pen like we do in class. It doesn’t have to be a purple one! 

1. Punctuation: does your title have capital letters? (either one at the start , or one for each word – decide which looks best)  
                        does each speech bubble / thought bubble start with a capital letter? 
                        does each speech bubble / thought bubble end with a full stop? 
                        have you remembered to use a question mark at the end of your rhetorical questions?  
                        (You won’t need to use inverted commas round your character speech if it’s in a speech bubble)   
                         

        2.   Spelling: Here’s an online dictionary to help you  
(Not every word has to be spelt correctly but you do need to think about the ones it’s possible for you to be getting correct) 
 

2. Improving: Look back at the list of key features / techniques to persuade your reader.  
                     Are you writing in the present tense? Have you remembered to support your opinion with facts? 
                     Could you add in something you’ve forgotten to do?     
                  

Publishing 
 

Now for the moment you’ve been waiting for! Have fun with your illustrations, comical elements, use of colour etc.  
Hold your poster up at a distance – imagine it on a wall in school. Would it stop someone walking past and engage them? Would it 
make them think and take notice? Would it persuade them to think more positively about the benefits of eating more fruit and veg?  

 

 

 

 

 

Rhetorical question starters: 

How would you …? 

Isn’t it …? 

What if …? 

Don’t you …? 

Would you …? 

Who What When Where Why How 

 

Persuasive language to convince 

surely                       need 

certainly                  truly 

will                           believe 

must                         certain 

should                      vital 

 

 

 

 

Use connectives to link your ideas 

therefore 

because 

also 

likewise 

besides 

 

 

 

 

https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/

